Several weeks ago, Finance made a power-point presentation on the Town's Finances which was followed by several commentors that it should be placed on the Town's website. It was not. Why not? Staff refusal? Would this information have assisted in voters' knowledge and positive support even though it was in very small print? I recall a few months ago when an open microphone broadcast a senior management staff member saying, "I don't think the Town can obtain more debt." Is there a consensus on this opinion? Where is a tabulation of all of the Town's debt for the public?

For months in District 1 (West of Apple Valley Road) there are high compression vehicles emitting load noises and bad air almost 24/7 and the excessive speeds can be heard for miles. I called several times about one in my neighborhood and finally a Sheriff unit responded. The Deputy was traveling around trying to find the individual, but I told the Deputy "Just Listen for him and his output." He realized the offense and went to the individual's home and waited for his return. He was a 14-year old unlicensed to drive and the off-street bike was not registered so the bike was impounded, and a family discussion was done. Now if we could get the parents to obey the California Basic Speed Law. Thank you Sheriff's station.

Al Rice
Apple Valley resident